PE AT PLECKGATE
YEAR 7 LEARNING JOURNEY
Developing love for PE and
sport in and out of school

Track events:
Know how to
perform at
100m sprint/
distance run

Know how to bat
using some variety
Athletics: Know the
health and safety
aspects and laws of
the events

YEAR

Strike and
field games

Gymnastic assessment: Know how to
perform a basic sequence with timing,
accuracy and creativity

Understanding
the basic laws
of the court

Know how to
Know how to play a
Understanding short hit an overhead
drop shot
clear
and long service

Understanding
accurate
replication

h

Badminton: Develop technique and
improve performance

Know how to serve using variety
Understand forehand
drive

Understand thumbing the

Understand Forehand
push

Gymnastics:
Understand
technique in
gymnastics to
create a routine

Know how to
play a smash
shot
Badminton
assessment:Selection of
shots to outwit the
opponent

Understand basic table rules for
play

Understand
backhand push

Know how to bowl
Strike and field assessment:
within the rules
using tactics/strategies to
of the game
outwit opponents, showing
some consistency and
accuracy.
Cricket/ rounders :Develop technique
and performance

Throwing
events: Know
how to throw
Discus/
shot put

Athletics assessments:
Use of English schools athletics
records to recognise bronze,
silver and gold awards
Jumping events: Know the
techniques for High jump/
long jump

Understand the
backhand drive

Understanding
fielding skills

Performing at
maximum
levels
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TT
assessment:
Selection of
shots to
outwit the
opponent

Understanding the laws of the
game

Know how to use a map
key and identifying
landmarks

map and use of handrails

Develop
Know how understanding
to travel with of balance
variety

Orienteering:
Introduction of problem solving and

Basic safety rules and
teamwork

teamwork skills

Understanding
Outdoor
Adventurous
Activities (O.A.A)

Understanding
net and court
games

Lead charity
fundraising

Orienteering
assessment:Completion
of red and blue course:
courses increase in
difficulty

Table Tennis: Develop
technique and improve
performance

Understand
how to
appreciate
performance
and feedback

Know basic map reading
skills: orientating the
map

Handball assessment: Small sided games.
Use of tactics to outwit opponents using
the skills above showing some accuracy
and consistency
Laws of the game

Know how to control the
ball and develop basic
‘touch’/ feel for a ball

Understand passing
technique

Know the basic
techniques for shooting

Football assessment
Small sided games. Use
of tactics to outwit
opponents using the
skills above showing
some accuracy and
consistency

Know and develop
technique for
different types of
handball pass

Develop basic dribbling skills
and know about the three step
rule

Know how to shoot
Understand basic
Know how to dribble
and some basic turning laws of football
Football :Develop technique with the ball
and improve performance
Netball assessment:
Small sided games. Use
of tactics to outwit
Passing
opponents using the
Introduction to
skills above showing
some accuracy and
different types of
consistency
Understand
pass
footwork

Develop basic ball handling
skills

Handball:

Develop technique
and improve
performance

Developing teams to
enter BWD leagues
Netball :Develop
technique and improve
performance

Baseline assessments

Monitoring of correct PE kit
and establishing routines

Understanding
invasion games

h

Understanding basic
laws

Know how to shoot

Understand ball
handling/ know how to
receive the ball

Introduction to extra
curricular activities
Focus: Netball, football,
TT, badminton

Introduction
to PE staff and
expectations for
learning

Year 7 Assessments: Netball Football Handball Table tennis Badminton Dance
Cricket Rounders Athletics

